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Faculty Vote Looms on Academic Calendar
BY JEFF WINMILL

Students Appear to Favor 13 Weeks

schools schedules upon our students'
employment prospects."
The needs of lLs were also con
When does five minutes equal five
days? When you eliminate a week of sidered in the change. "Moving to the 13
school, carve it into five minute incre week calendar allowed us to give lLs a
ments, and attach the sections to the week to acclimate." Transgrud also cited
remaining semester's classes, or so says the tendency of 1 Ls to neglect their course
the logic behind the shift from a 14 to 13 work on or around the small section mid
week calendar, which is up for renewal at term. "Turns out that 1Ls, in their prepa
rations before and celebrations after the
the end of the this year.
One and a half years ago, the fac mid-term, made classes less productive.
ulty, in consultation with the SBA and We decided to give them that week off."
For primarily these reasons, most
the administration, voted to implement
a two-year pilot program, shortening the students support retaining the 13 week
formally 14 week schedule to 13 weeks, calendar. In a recent SBA survey of 550
and extending class time from 50 to 55 students, split roughly between the three
minutes. The full faculty will soon vote classes, 87 percent support making the
current schedule permaon whether or not to make
nent.
the change permanent.
In the comments sec
Eighty-seven
"There were several
tion of the survey, one stu
percent of
motivations behind the
dent pointed to the increased
students support
change," said Dean Transability for out of class activi
making the
grud, citing the demands of
ties. "By going to law school
current schedule
the fall interview process and
in D.C., class is only one
permanent.
the ability of upper classmen
part of my education. I have
to continue pulling in large
enjoyed many internships in
paychecks over the summer.
"Most of the higher ranked law schools courts and agencies.. .The 13 week sched
in the country have moved to a week of ule provides a great deal more flexibility
intensive interviews. This allows us to in being able to do these things."
Another cited financial benefits.
do that."
Transgrud went on to say that the "This is so crucial for students - GW is
really expensive and I made 2400 dollars
13 week schedule is preferable to firms
per
week this summer to help defray some
who interview in the district. "George
of
my
debt." Though admittedly unscien
town moved to the 13 week schedule and
tific,
the
survey, according to SBA Vice
employers who travel here prefer to inter
President
Sam Jammal, is an attempt to
view at both schools in the same week."
"help
the
faculty
better understand current
Transgrud declined to say whether the
student
opinion
on the calendar." The
Law School altered its schedule to keep
SBA
will
determine
its official stance on
pace with Georgetown or whether the
the
issue
at
its
October
18 meeting.
change was a joint undertaking of the two
Not
all
have
been
enthusiastic
about
schools. Transgrud did note, however,
the
schedule
change.
On
the
first
faculty
that "we have been communicating with
Georgetown regarding the effect of both vote, the measure failed; on a second vote
Staff Writer

White House Counsel Harriet
Miers Nominated to Replace
O'Connor on Supreme Court
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer
Early on the morning of Monday
October 3rd, President Bush announced
White House counsel Harriet Miers as
his nominee to replace retiring Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
The announcement came on the first
official day of the new Supreme Court
term under Chief Justice John Roberts,
who was recently confirmed by a 78-22
Senate vote.
Miers has worked for President
Bush in some capacity for over ten years.

While-a partner at the Dallas law firm of
Locke Liddell & Sapp, Miers first served
as the then-governor's personal attorney.
After moving to Washington when Presi
dent Bush entered office, Miers was the
President's staff secretary and then the
deputy chief of staff for policy before
assuming her current position as White
House counsel.
While some view Miers' lack of
any judicial experience as a limitation,
others see an opportunity for a new per
spective.
"[Miers' lack of judicial experi
ence] doesn't bother me at all. It actually

it passed narrowly. One student in the by retaining a 14 week schedule for the
survey summed up the primary critique of first three years of the evening program,
the 13 week schedule: that the knowledge and moving to a 13 week schedule in the
acquired in five extra minutes of class,, fourth year.
over a semester, is less in
Additionally, some
quality and quantity than
argue that clinics, semi
The 13 week
the knowledge acquired in a
nars, and courses requiring
schedule is preferable
research papers may suffer.
full week of instruction.
to firms.
Concerning the latter, the
"I think that I would
learn more in an extra week
Law School has liberal
ized its stance on granting
of class than by adding five
minutes to the end of each class -1 am extensions for research papers.
Dean Transgrud added his per
usually tired and ready to leave. I can
keep my attention for more of a 50 min spective. "The total time spent in class is
ute class." The schedule change has the actually greater in 13 weeks of 55 minutes
greatest impact upon night students, who classes than in 14 weeks of 50 minute
would have 10 minutes added onto each classes. In my courses it hasn't had any
of their already late classes. The adminis negative impact. Other professors may
•
tration has attempted to limit this impact disagree, however."

GW Professors Attack Katrina
No-bid Contract Policies...
... and Win
Staff Writer

specifications that promote openness in

government dealings, and assist small

Lawmakers of both parties recently
lambasted the Bush administration's relief
effort following Hurricane Katrina after
the administration entered into multimillion dollar no-bid contracts with large
corporations that had no ties to the Gulf
States. But professors of the Law School's
Government Contacts Program success
fully took up arms against a less publicized
aspect of the relief operations in which the
Bush administration waived regulations
governing many of the government's own
purchases.
The issue that drew the professor's
ire was a largely overlooked provision
of the Second Emergency Supplemental
Appropriations Act, better known for its
price tag of $52 billion than for its name.
That provision authorized an increase in
the price threshold of micro-purchases
from $2,500 to $250,000. Micro-purchases
are credit card purchases that allow gov
ernment officials to make procurements
without standard governmental competi
tion and transparency requirements.

requirements also require contracting
parties to pay the prevailing union wage in
that area. The idea of micro-purchases is
to allow officials to make simple transac
tions for goods such as office equipment
more efficiently. The increase in the price
threshold, however, allowed large-scale
contracting with fewer regulations.
After Katrina's landfall in late
August, the administration increased
purchase card limits within the Depart
ment of Defense, but ordered that the
legal requirements remain in place. As
Congress prepared to pass the appropria
tion of $52 billion for relief efforts, the
administration, led by David Safavian,
the administrator of the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy, changed its mind.
The administration requested a hundred
fold increase in micro-purchase thresholds
for all federal agencies under which agen
cies would not need to meet the standard

makes me feel better," said constitutional
law Professor C. Thomas Dienes. "The
Court needs a little real life experience.
Constitutional law can become somewhat
of an abstract debate society as opposed
to focusing on the impact on real people.
You can go through history and find a
number of justices who had no previous
judicial experience."
All the current justices, however,
had some level of judicial experience prior

to assuming their seat on the Court.
Following her nomination, Miers
has paid visits to several Senate offices to
generate support prior to her confirma
tion hearings. Some senators, including
a number of more conservative republi
cans, are still, uneasy with the President's
selection.
"There are a lot more people -men,
women and minorities - that are more
\/HED Q
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Abortion Case to Test Makeup of Roberts Court
Opponents of the New Hampshire law the Court will also resolve a rift in the Casey and Stenberg, seven of the circuits
in
question, which permits doctors to circuits about how abortion regulations look at whether a regulation imposes
News Editor
perform abortions on minors only if their should be tested.
an undue burden on a distinct minor
Though John Roberts pronounced lives are in i mmediate danger, will argue
In Casey, a plurality of the Court ity, and if it does, the law is invalidated.
respect for stare decisis and the settled that any consent provision must have evaluated a Pennsylvania statute by de The Fifth Circuit, however, follows the
legal doctrine spawned by Roe v. Wade an exception for the woman's health. termining whether the law imposed an Salerno standard for facial challenges.
and Planned Parenthood v. Casey, a new Proponents will likely counter that since undue burden on a
The State of New
case pending this term presents an op the law contains a judicial bypass provi "significant minorHampshire was un
portunity for the Court to redefine accept sion whereby a minor who can't obtain ity" of the popula
able to convince
If the Court upholds the
able standards for abortion regulations. parental consent may petition a judge for tion. In that case, the
the First Circuit to
Since the views of the new Chief Justice permission, it p rovides adequate protec Court struck down a
New Hampshire statute,
follow Salerno and
and O'Connor's replacement remain tion for the mother's health.
provision requiring
will likely renew its
it could jeopardize the
unclear, it is likely that pro-choice advo
While a strict reading of Stenberg that married women
argument at the Su
cates, to borrow a phrase
holding of Stenberg and
would suggest that obtain consent from
preme Court.
from Justice Blackmun
the law must fail for their husbands on
significantly erode the
If the Court
in Casey, "fear for the
the lack of a general the grounds that it
chooses to side with
efficacy of Casey and
darkness as four Justices
health exception, would likely prevent
the Fifth Circuit in
anxiously await the single
constitutional law a significant portion
Roe.
its analysis, it will be
vote necessary to extin
Professor Thomas of the married popusignificantly easier
guish the light."
Dienes noted that lation from obtain
for states to regulate
The Court granted
courts often evaluate ing an abortion .- namely, those whose abortion so long as it is not made explic
certiorari to hear Ayotte
statutes differently husbands refused consent. Had that law itly illegal. In such a situation, plaintiffs
v. Planned Parenthood in
when they apply to been evaluated under the stricter stan unduly burdened by regulation would
November, with argu
minors. Ordinar dards for unconstitutionality set forth in have to bring individual suits to obtain
ment scheduled for the
ily, courts balance Salerno, it would have been upheld.
abortions. Professor Dienes noted that it
30th. The Court agreed
the woman's right to
Under normal circumstances, when is unclear how issues of standing, docket
to decide whether a New
decide whether she a petitioner challenges the constitution pressure and the inherent time sensitivity
Hampshire parental con
wants to be a mother ality of the law on its face, the Court of pregnancy would affect a woman's
sent law violates the rule
against the state's questions whether any factual situation ability to obtain an abortion.
of Stenberg v. Carhart by failing to include interest in the potential life. With respect might arise where the law could be con
The Court, however, is not bound by
an exception for the mother's health. In to minors, however, courts recognize an stitutionally applied. If Casey had been
the parameters of the circuit evaluations
addition, the Court will examine what additional state interest in determining the evaluated under that standard, the Court
and could easily invent a new test. "One
test should apply to challenge the facial best interests of the minor while remain would have asked whether any situation
thing we'll find out is where Chief Justice
constitutionality of an abortion regula ing skeptical of the minor's capacity to could arise in which a married woman
Roberts stands and whether he supports
tion. Specifically, the Court will decide make informed decisions. These factors could be forced to obtain consent from
the undue burden standard," Professor
whether its prior decisions in Casey an d could skew the Court's normal balancing her husband without that requirement Barron said. "Perhaps he may interpret
Stenberg e stablish that the "undue bur procedures.
imposing an undue burden on herright to the right like the Justice [Rehnquist] he
den" standard rather than the "no set of
Constitutional law Professor Jerome obtain an abortion." In effect, the Court clerked for and say the woman has a lib
circumstances" test outlined in United Barron noted that if the Court upholds would look at whether any married man erty interest but it is trumped by the state's
States v. Salerno is appropriate for review the New Hampshire statute, it could would ever consent to his wife's abortion. other interests."
ing abortion regulations.
jeopardize the holding of Stenberg a nd The regulation itself would thus remain
Regardless of the outcome of the
In Stenberg, the Court struck down significantly erode the efficacy of Casey constitutional, and individual petitioners case, it will likely mobilize supporters of
a law banning partial birth abortions for and Roe.
would have to bringcases proving the law both sides of the debate and define the
two reasons, one of which was a lack of
In addition to evaluating the consti was unconstitutional as applied to them
path of abortion legislation for years t o
consideration for the health of the mother. tutionality of the law's consent provisions,
Following the Court's decisions in come.
•
BY REBECCA PARKER

Supreme
Court Watch

SBA Chooses "Operation Home Delivery"
for Katrina Relief
BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE

Editor-in-Chief
On October 4, President Eric Koester announced the participation of the
greater Law School community in Habitat
for Humanity's "Operation Home Deliv
ery" program. The SBA, teaming with
student organizations, faculty, alumni,
and area d onors, hopes to raise $75,000
for construction of a new home for a fam
ily left homeless by Hurricane Katrina.
"The $75,000 figure will allow us to
have a direct hand in the construction of
a home for the Gulf Coast region," said
Koester. "This means we will be able to
either help with the framing of a home
here to be shipped down to the region
or will be able to have our students help
construct a home, possibly over spring
break, or both."
According to Koester, participating
in "Operation Home Delivery" was the
brainchild of SBA Community Service
Directors Erin Plasteras and Gabby Haddad. Having seen the success of Habitat's
"Humanity Plaza" in New York City and
realizing the benefits of involving GW
students directly in any relief project, SBA
members quickly saw the proposal as the
best way for t he Law School community

to contribute to Katrina relief.
with DC area businesses including law
"People have expressed to us that firms," said Koester. "We'll have a team
their donations to the Red Cross or Salva of law students reach out personally, let
tion Army provide help, but it is hard to [area businesses] know about our project,
see a real impact of this help," remarked and let them know that ourlaw school has
Koester. "With more than 300,000 homes raised nearly a third of the $75,000. Our
destroyed, we know that by working hope is that these organizations will realto raise funds to
ize that we raised
build a home, we
nearly $10,000 from
can have a direct,
"By working to raise
law students and
tangible impact on
funds
to
build
a
home,
we
that will be a chal
the area. If our law
can have a direct, tangible lenge to these com
school provides a
panies to donate to
home for a fam
impact on the area. If
the cause. They'll be
ily, that is some
recognized as apart
our law school provides a
thing that we can
ner in ourproject for
be proud of for a
home for a family, that is
their help."
longtime."
something that we can be
tIn the event
After some
the
Law
School is
proud of for a long time."
initial confusion
unable to raise the
over the funding of
— Eric Koester
remaining funds,
the project between
Koester stated that
the SBA and stu
the SBA would go
dent organizations
forward with its plans to contribute to
that had already held Katrina-related Habitat for Humanity.
events, the SBA devised a year-long strat
"If we are unable to find enough
egy it hopes will please all partiesand raise donors, we will still make a donation
the remaining $60,000. (Current student to Habitat's program—and we hope
contributions and matches total nearly they'll still find ways for us to be directly
$14,000 and Koester hopes to increase involved," said Koester. "We set an ag
this amount to $20,000 in the coming gressive goal in the hopes to have themost
weeks.)
impact. Either way, we are still quite sure
"Our strategy is really to partner the money we raise will have a big impact

on a home-build."
According to Koester, Dean Law
rence has been "very supportive" and has
pledged that the administration will match
student contributions 1-to-l and help the
SBA find donors. Koester also plans to
reach out "personally" to faculty for aid
in fundraising and finding contributors
outside the Law School.
SBA members have indicated that
student responses to "Operation Home
Delivery" have been positive.
"Most students...think this is a
great way to make a tangible impact,"
said Koester. " The only concern has been
about potentially building a home frame
here and shipping it down to the region
- which has been one of the models Habi
tat has used. At this point, we nor Habitat
have decided how we'll be involved di
rectly, but they've said it is more efficient
in certain circumstances to build homes
elsewhere and then ship the frame down
to the affected region. We'll leave that
area of logistics to them, however, and
will discuss further once things get closer.
However, all students we've spoken with
have been very s upporting and seem to
like the idea of building a home as a tan
gible impact of their donations."
In the coming months, Nota Bene will con
tinue to follow developments in the SBA's imple
mentation of "Oper ation Home Delivery." •
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MLERS from page 1.
qualified in my opinion by their experi
ence than she is," Senator Trent Lott,
R-Mississippi told CNN.
Outside the Senate, those who know
Miers personally feel that she possesses
all the attributes to be a justice at the
Court. Associate Dean for International
and Comparative Legal Studies Susan
Karamanian worked closely with Miers
at Locke Liddell & Sapp in Dallas.
"Harriet was my responsible attor
ney as a summer associate and when I first
joined as a new associate," said Karama
nian. "She was basically a mentor to me
and made sure I was getting the right type
of work. She's a very fair person and is
open to hearing all sides of an argument.
She will ask relevant questions and push
if she doesn't have enough information.
One thing the press has already picked
up on is that she is a very hard worker.
Many times I can remember coming in
early and she had already been working
for an hour."
The general initial reaction in the
Senate was guarded with many noting
Miers' lack of judicial experience and
the limited amount of information from
which to synthesize a potential judicial
philosophy.
"Harriet Miers is even more of an
unknown than John Roberts," said Jamie
Long, president of the GW Law Demo
crats and intern for Senator Dianne Feinstein, D-California. "I think Democrats
will rightly be very hesitant to vote for her
unless the administration is forthcoming
with her memos from the White House
Counsel's office, which may be the only
insight we get into her personal views."
Others feel that although there are
no judicial opinions on which to base a
suggestion of judicial philosophy, there
are a number of other sources of informa
tion to help Senators and others become
more familiar with Miers.
"Harriet certainly had a national
reputation before her time in the White

House and that information needs to get
out to everyone," said Dean Karamanian.
"She chaired the ABA Rules Committee,
was editor of the ABA Journal, and was
listed as one of the 100 most powerful
lawyers in the country in 1998. As the
president of the Texas and Dallas bars,
she helped build bridges to the community
and worked a number of access to justice
issues."
On this term's docket at the Supreme
Court is a blendof numerous contentious
issues including abortion notification
and assisted suicide. Republicans, who
currently have a 55-seat majority in the
Senate, may have expected a more overtly
conservative nominee from the President
to help assure a conservative majority at
the Court.
"She's got to convince the conserva
tive world that she understands the word
'strict constructionist,"' said Senator
Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina, to
CNN. Senator Graham is a member of
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Some feel that even if there were
more information on Miers, it would not
be foolproof indicator of how she would
vote on the bench.
"I think conservatives wanted a
real jurisprudential type of a conserva
tive stripe," said Professor Dienes. "I
don't think Miers or Roberts are likely to
develop new constitutional principles in
this way. There is really very little to go on
with her. Whatever information people
do find though, it doesn't mean she has
to decide that way later."
The confirmation hearings for
Miers are likely to be more contentious
than those for Chief Justice Roberts due
to a perception of even less information
on Miers as well as the fact that she will
replace Justice O'Connor, who often
acted as a swing vote on a court with a
narrow conservative majority. Although
the date for Miers' hearings has not been
set, Justice O'Connor will continue to
serve on the Court until a successor is
confirmed.
•
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A woman and her little girl were visiting the grave
of the little girl's grandmother. On their way
through the cemetery back to the car, the little girl
asked, "Mommy, do they ever bury two people in
the same grave?"
"Of course not, dear." replied the mother, "Why
would you think that?"
0
"The tombstone back there said 'Here lies a lawyer
and an honest man.'"
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legal requirements. Safavian resigned in
September in an unrelated matter involv
ing false statements he made about his
connection to lobbyists.
Besides Safavian and other mem
bers of the administration, few observers
or industry insiders believed that the
change in the rules served policy goals.
"The contracting community to a person
thought this was a stupid idea," said Assis
tant Professor of Government Contracts
Law, Chris Yukins.
Yukins, along with professors Steve
Schooner and Joshua Schwartz, strongly
opposed the increase in micro-purchase
limits. They argued that allowing these
larger purchases to be made without
standard regulations would defeat the
purposes of procurement law, which is to
make government purchases honest and
open. Discarding these principles, they
said, would lead to undesirable conse
quences. "When you don't have competi
tion and you don't have transparency, it's
very predictable that you are going to have
corruption," Yukins said.
Yukins also characterized the in
creased limits as socially irresponsible
because they allowed the government
to contract without giving priority to
small and minority-owned businesses.
"Remember the $2,000 debit cards that
the government gave to victims?" he said.
"Think of that as a wealth transfer to
lower-class Americans. Now think of this
policy as a wealth transfer to middle-class
Americans."
Professor Steven Schooner, co-di
rector of the government procurement
program, suspected that certain lawmak
ers saw this as a chance to pass a measure
that would not have support under normal
conditions. He recalled a 2002 attempt
by Congressperson Tom Davis, a Virginia
Republican, to raise the micro-purchase
limits that failed. For the Katrina relief
bill, however, there was virtually no de
bate prior to its approval. The bill was
introduced in the Congress on September
7 and signed by the President on Septem
ber 8. "They saw this as a window of
opportunity," Schooner said.
It was a window that professors
Yukins, Schooner, and Schwartz hoped to
close. After the signing of the legislation,

the three hoped to spark a debate that had
not occurred before the passage of the bill.
In the following weeks Schooner penned
an op-ed article in the Los Angeles Times in
which he called the measure "foolish" and
"irresponsible." Yukins appeared before
tfre Senate Democratic Poiicy Commit
tee and warned that the new exception

"raises serious concerns that the same
problems that dogged U.S. contracting
in Iraq - failures in competition, failures
in transparency, and failures in integrity
- will arise again in the Hurricane Katrina
relief." All three professors were widely
quoted in other media including The
Washington Post, Newsday, and National
Public Radio. The three acknowledge that
they fought their battle alone because
the issue had failed to galvanize much
criticism in light of other concerns about
hurricane relief. "There were very few
people out there complaining about this,"
Yukins said.
But their work paid off. On October
3, the Office of Management and Budget
issued a memorandum directing all de
partments and agencies to discontinue use
of the increased micro-purchase authority,
except for in emergency situations and
with the direct approval of the Deputy
Director of Management.
"I think we can take credit for reign
ing in the charge card issue," said Schoo
ner. "We really steered and catalyzed
debate on the issue."
"It's something that I am very proud
of because at a very stressful time for this
program, we were able to focus and say:
'This is a bad policy,"' Yukins said, refer
ring to the death of Professor Emeritus
John Cibinic, Jr., one of the founders of
the Government Procurement Law Pro
gram at George Washington.
With the micro-purchase issue
behind them, the professors hope to
turn their attention to other initiatives,
including opposing a 2003 directive by
then-Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul
Wolfowitz barring non-coalition govern
ments from participating in the recon
struction efforts in Iraq. The professors
say that the policy may violate World
Trade Organization treaties forbidding
discrimination based on nationality in
making government contracts.
•
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Buddhists Seek to Join
Community of Organizations
Can one class in college really
change a person's life? Daniel Perez,
a first-year student at the Law School,
thinks so. It was through a class at U.C.
Davis that Perez was introduced to Bud
dhism, which inspired him to practice and
start a group that would explore issues
surrounding the religion. While still an
undergraduate at Davis, Perez founded a
campus Buddhist group, Buddha Nature,
that he hoped would help him to connect
like-minded people.
Now Perez hopes to add a new so
ciety to the already lengthy list of student
religious organizations at the Law School.
Perez has received support from a group
of interested people, and is currently wait
ing for the SBA to approve the group's
charter and make the Buddhist Society
an official group. The process is likely to
be no more than a formality.
The Buddhist Society, according to
Perez, will provide a forum for members
of the Law School Community to join
together to practice their faith and also
be involved politically. Perez anticipates
weekly meditation and chant sessions. In
addition, Perez would also like to see the
group take a progressive stance and be ac
tive politically. Perez sees "a need for nonChristian organizations to get politicized"

American Buddhists are a more disparate
group than members of other religions.
While individual Buddhists may be in
terested in civil rights law, Buddhists are
not often identified as a minority group
in this country the same way that groups
such as Muslims are. Perez remarks that
the ethnic bonds that unite other religious
groups are lacking amongst Buddhists in
the United States.
Mona Mafi, a 3L and head of
the Muslim Law Students Association
(MLSA), explained that the members of
her group are concerned with political is
sues, albeit in a more pressing way. "Like
any American minority group," she says,
"[we] are concerned with the trends in the
area of civil rights law." Mafi noted that
the MSLA tries "to provide a perspec
tive that is related to American Muslims
or Muslim culture in [its] events." For
example, in a recent fundraiser for Hur
ricane Katrina victims, the group sold the
middle-eastern dessert, baklava. It is a
form of cultural and ethnic identification
that is not always apparent with Buddhist
practice in the U.S.
Since it offers no specific legal
doctrine, Buddhism also departs from
the mission of many religious groups to
incorporate their legal practices within
the secular legal tradition of the United
States. As with many Muslims who fol
low Islamic law, Mafi says that the MLSA
is interested, as part of its focus on civil

m order to represent other perspectives.

rights, in encouraging American organi

BY RAHKEE VEMULAPALLI

Staff Writer

Street Law "Youth in
Transition" Pro Bono
Program Arrives at GW
all the site placements expected in winter
2006.
Olesen says that the wide range of
BV M. CHRISTINA E . VON SPIEGELF ELD
backgrounds
that the upcoming Street
Staff Writer
Law Fellows will bring to the program is
impressive. Prior to law school, many of
As part of Street Law, Inc.'s national the Fellows had teaching experience, had
education program focused on providing worked in jobs involving children or just
foster care youth with the practical legal had a rich history of volunteer and public
knowledge to successfully transition into interest work.
independence, Street Law's "Youth in
All shared a desire to help the youth
Transition" D.C. program will be in in some way, particularly those that have
stitutionalized at GW Law School as a faced almost insurmountable odds against
pro bono program. With funding from
them. Fellows also anticipate gaining a
Youth for Justice, support from the Law wealth of experience from the program.
School and Street Law, Inc., and under One Fellow hopes to gain knowledge on
the direction of Professor Anne Olesen, public policies and laws related to the
the Program will train GW Law students welfare of youth in the foster care system,
to teach Street Law lessons to groups of insights into the problems facing former
foster care youths in sites such as group foster youth, and a better understanding
homes.
of the overall challenges that confront
The Program's curriculum essen youth. But she says, "more importantly,
tially teaches transitioning youth about I aim to devise some potential solutions
the law in their daily life. For example, to help youth effectively overcome many
they will be taught about the Foster of those problems and challenges."
Care Independence Act, a 1999 law that
Olesen played a pivotal rule in orga
grants former foster youth access to nizing the initial phases of the program at
certain services and supports. They will GW and facilitating the process between
also be taught how to navigate through the different entities involved. However,
community, government and social wel she hopes that current Fellows will keep
fare services and systems. Finally, the interest alive and eventually take over
Program hopes to provide practical legal the organizational aspects by next school
knowledge on how to find housing, access year, leaving her to serve only in an advi

According to Perez, Buddhists tend to be zations to recognize parts of Islamic law. social services, become a smart consumer, sory capacity.
especially focused on the environment and "Islamic banking principles that prohibit know their employment rights and respon
The Program was successfully pi
the use of interest—in accordance with sibilities, deal with police enforcement loted at the Covenant House with volun
both world and individual peace.
The group is considering teaching Islamic law—are now being incorporated and avoid child abuse, neglect and other teer attorneys teaching the lessons. As a
prisoners about Buddhism in an effort to into programs offered by many major potential risks.
pro bono program at the law school, the
help them cope with the personal tumult banks in theU.S. to accommodate Muslim
Street Law Fellows will be provided Program benefits from having a faculty
with teaching materials, a total of seven anchor to help provide training and su
of confinement and estrangement. An ef investors and homeowners," she says.
While there might not be a concrete hours of training and will be placed at a pervision with Street Law, Inc. so that law
fort by Buddhist practitioners at the Tihar
jail in central India that taught prisoners Buddhist agenda, Perez has maintained site together with one or two other Street students have the tools they need to teach
to meditate has received acclaim for its one of his own. Although he has left his Law Fellows. After training sessions in the curriculum, and transitioning youth
successful attempt to reform prisoners and undergraduate days behind him, Bud October, November and January, Street will spend enough time in the classroom
dha Nature lives on at Davis. Hoping Law Fellows are expected to teach six les to make meaningful gains at critical legal
teach them compassion.
Perez is quick to note that there are to replicate his success, perhaps, Perez is sons together with their partner(s) starting knowledge.
many forms of Buddhism, encompass also trying to start a group for the GW in the winter of 2006. Sites include the
Street Law, Inc.'s work with transi
ing different practices and philosophies. undergraduates. And just as the student Covenant House and the Eschellan group tioning youth is funded in part by a grant
Although he thinks most Buddhists lean religious groups before his, Perez has high home. Later, Fellows will share their from the Department of Justice Office of
heavily to the left, he believes that there is goals for the new club. Many of the other experiences, teaching needs and achieve Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention.
not a unifying political ideology amongst religious groups at the Law School, such ments amongst each
According to Alexan
all of them. "I've met Buddhists that are as MLSA, are national organizations other and with other
dra Ashbrook, Street
with branches on campuses throughout organizations involved
Republican, but it's rare."
The Program 'v
Law, Inc.'s senior proj
The lack of an explicit religious or the country.
in the program.
ect
director, Street Law
curriculum
"My dream is that Buddhism can
political dogma separates the Buddhists
Currently, Ole
hopes to formalize the
essentially teaches
• sen is working with
from other religious groups on campus. have that too," he says.
Program by working
two research assistants
with the Law School
transitioning youth
(who will also become
to create a sustainable
about the law in
BODYLANGUAGE
Street Law Fellows) in
model that can be car
customizing the teach
their
daily
life.
ried
out every year.
A T
S P R A T
R 1 F T
ing materials to D.C.
In addition, Street
laws. For example, in
A S S
N 0 O S E
E R 1 E
Law, Inc. is using part
addition to reading ex
of that funding to offer
A
R
S E T O N O S E
N
tensively about the legal rights of children, training to all law students in the metro
research assistant Mona K. Floyd also area on how to teach Street Law lessons in
N E C T A R
A B E T
T N T
watched the documentary film, "Aging community based sites such as homeless
H A R
H U B S
Out" to gain some understanding of the shelters and faith-based organizations.
challenging paths of those who have aged The training, which will be hosted at GW
S
E G A T T A
T R E A T YB
out of the foster care system. She also at the end of October, will allow law stu
R G Y
F A M E
E A R N
recently attended a seminar at the D.C. dents to teach Street Law lessons on their
Superior
Court given by the Family Law own in other communities not reached by
B O R N
S L Y E R
A G E D
Section of the District of Columbia Bar, Street Law, Inc.
A L E C
P E O N
S E C T
called "Legal Services For Teens" to ob
Oleson co-teaches the Federal and
tain
useful
ideas
for
the
program.
Floyd,
Appellate
Clinic. Youth for Justice is a
Y C L E S
E S T O N 1 A N
who already has a J.D., is pursuing an non profit organization that addresses is
T 0 O K
H E N S
M.A. in Public Policy at GW's Columbian sues vital to the young in America through
College
of Arts and Sciences.
law-related education. Since 1975, Street
S A L
S H A Y
M 1 K A D 0
According to Olesen, there Law, Inc. has been developing innovative
F A C E T O F A C E
0 V E N
was such a tremendous response to her educational programs aimed at empow
postings looking for volunteers that she ering young people through the study of
A L M S
F L A R E
L A N D
already has enough Street Law Fellows for law-related education.
•
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SBA Polls Students on Calander Options
Do You Like the New Calander?

Which Do You Prefer?
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For more information on this poll, see page 1. This poll was not scientific, as
results were taken only from those who volunteered responses.
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Fall Back, Spring Forward: Is GW Law a
Top Ten Springboard?
Was GW your top choice for law the obvious advantages of being in a city, York and a belief that the move would learned, in a market where competition
is high and space is limited the advantage
school? For many students, the Law having good ties to government offices improve professional prospects." Ac
of
a high profile name can be key in the
and
courts,
and
having
a
career
develop
cording to Adam, although he did not
School may not have been a "fall back"
hiring
process. Based on the statistical
ment
office
that
will
fall
all
over
itself
to
come to GW with "the strict intention
option, but it was not their top choice.
information,
however, the decision to
help
the
top
10
percent
of
students
no
of transferring," he did keep the option
Many students who apply to GW
come
to
GW
can
be a great one for the
matter
what
the
cost
(to
the
other
90),
in mind while preparing for first year
also apply to other top 20 law schools,
student
who maintains
GW
has
the
great
classes. For Adam, the
and many apply to
the intention, or at
acfvantage of being desire to transfer was
schools in the top
The motivation to
BY TALMADGF. DOWLING
least keeps in mind,
able to place the "not so much about
five. Why don't
Staff Writer
maximize the impact
that the Law School
ambitious in that being unhappy any
they get into those
can
be a great platform
top 10 law school where, but rather the
of their law school's
top five schools?
for
transferring
into a
they
just
missed
getting
into.
[emphasis] employ
Despite the kind message in that dereputation in the
top
ten
law
school.
According
to
statistics
gathered
ers put on where you
pressingly thin envelope, it's probably
Indeed, the Law
hiring process is
not because the school had the largest each year by the records office, approxi went to school" and
School
often provides
mately
20
GW
Law
students
transfer
to
"for better or worse,
number of applicants ever and could not
a heavy factor in
a
springboard
for
another
law
school
each
year.
For
those
you have to respond
extend offers to "all those that we know
balancing
the
hassles
students looking to
who
do
transfer,
the
move
is
almost
to that."
will make excellent lawyers."
achieve that young
Indeed, for many
that surround the
No, in reality the real reason is one entirely one which involves a climb in
girl's
dream of Har
transfer students, the
much more damaging to the ego; the the rankings.
transfer
process.
vard
that
was never
According to Dean Trangsrud, motivation to maxi
candidate's LfJAT didn't quite hit the pre
quite
realized.
So
HMMUMBM
determined marker, their GPA was .01 these students "typically go to schools mize the impact of
for
all
those
lLs
who
shy of the schools minimum, or maybe like Columbia, Yale, NYU, or Chicago" their law school's repu
never gave up the ambition to be in a
the candidate just lacked that unique although some "transfer to schools closer tation in the hiring process is a heavy
top ten law school, and whose midterm
to
their
original
homes
or
to
schools
factor
in
balancing
the
hassles
that
sur
skill of being the world's foremost leftgrades are destined for the A-team,
nearer
to
their
spouses
or
fiances."
Ac
round
the
transfer
process
Indeed,
as
handed glass blower. In any case, these
brush off your suit, download those
cording
to
former
GW
student,
now
many
Law
School
students
who
did
not
incredible, yet not-quite-good-enough
transfer applications, and let GW work
Columbia
Law
student,
Adam
Nagorski,
participate
or
who
go
t
a
small
number
of
applicants are often forced to seek a
its magic.
C
the
decision
to
transfer
was
based
on
a
bids
in
the
Fall
Interview
Program
have
school outside the top 10, and for many
"combination
of
wanting
to
be
in
New
GW seems like a good choice. Besides
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If You Want Blood,
You Got It.

more tVtarv just getting admitted in order

Today, I issue, a challenge to all research and writing, and other things
of you to utilize your considerable and lawyers do. All this training under the
growing legal skills to help under-served supervision of practicing attorneys will
members of this nation.
give you a heads up on the competition.
Just as this edition of the Nota Bene
You will likely dismiss the need for
hits the streets (or hallways) of George pro bono services.
Washington, a large group of public interTo that I say "Hogwash!" It is esest-minded students and practitioners will timated that one half of all low-income
gather in the Faculty Conference Center households have at least one serious legal
to help address the legal needs of the problem each year, but three-quarters have
under-served and others lacking access no access to a lawyer. This figure does
to justice. If you can still make it to the not even include the wealthy survivor
fifth floor of Burns
of domestic violence
and attend the Pro
GEORGE WU
who is cut off from
Bono Fair from 4pm
rpt
^ Cr»/W
her/his resources by
to 6pm on Tuesday,
tjpOl
the abuser, the countOctober 11, please
less worthwhile causes
put this fine publication down and join that are not linked to a particular face
me in exploring the vast range of public and/or name, and the not-for-profit orgainterest opportunities in the nation's capi- nizations that need legal assistance in the
tol. I suggest taking the stairs, since you day-to-day functions of their work,
might miss the whole thing, and the food
You might even say that those
provided, if you wait for the elevators.
"poor" people do not deserve your help.
The Law School does not require
To that I say, "Meet me outside
its law students to perform pro bono legal school grounds so I canknock some sense
services, but there is a formal pro bono into you!" As I mentioned above, pro
program that recognizes students with 60 bono legal services addresses the needs of
or more pro bono hours at graduation. I people who lack access to justice, not just
would like to challenge you all not only to poor people. A student who is arrested for
sign a pledge form and consider doing pro protesting in D.C. may need pro bono. A
bono but to adopt the pro bono mindset cute puppy trapped in a laboratory may
as part of your lifestyle.
need pro bono. The ocean, the forest,
By now, you may very well be ask- and the mountain all need pro bono. The
ing, "What the heck is pro bono?" Well, big oil company that received a shady
pro bono is free (or substantially reduced contract from the government, that is
fee) legal service provided by lawyers being protested by the law "student, that

Here, it's different. Here, you are
nobody unless you can be all you can be
and land that top third ranking that will
get the CDO to actually return your calls,
Coffee, caffeine, Coke, Type II hypertension, panic attacks - you have to stop
thinking of these things as weaknesses
and crutches, as normal people would,
and start thinking of them as CATALYSTS FOR YOUR PROFESSIONAL
SUCCESS. You will end up as a nobody
unless you find a way to motivate yourself FULL-THROTTLE 24/7, living in
constant fear of your own inadequacy
and that the possibility that maybe, just
maybe, you're not the smartest person
who has ever lived after all.
I'm kidding. Kind of.
Despite the fact that I managed to
write an article that included margaritas
and Mr. T (what more do you need?),
my editor tells me I should make some
savvy, more au corrant pop culture reference to convince all you cats that I'm hip
and still with it and ain't jivin' y'all. So,
here you go: Tony Soprano. Remember
the first season, when he had that dream
that ducks flew away with his penis and
his shrink told him it symbolized a deepingrained fear of emasculation and helplessness? I have that kind of vision every
time I think about getting cold-called on in
Torts, and in my case, there is NOTHING
metaphorical about it.
•

Many people use the language of "poor
people" when talking about pro bono legal
services, but I like to use the term underserved or lacking in access to justice. It
is a lawyer and a law student's ethical
duty to help ensure access to justice to
all people.
Despite this duty to serve, you will
likely complain that you do not have the
time to do pro bono.
To that I say "Baloney!" Whatever
type of "L" you are at this law school, you
can surely spare 10 hours a semester to
do some good. That's all it takes to fulfill
the 60 hour requirement as a full time law
student. If you happen to be working
full-time, taking classes in the evenings,
attending to a significant other and kids,
and commuting from Baltimore, I'll give
you a break.
You will likely defend your ways,
by arguing that pro bono will ruin your
chances of making it on all three skills
boards, the law review, and order of the
coif.
.
To that I say "Poppycock!" [The
author would like to point out that I do
not actually use these types of words in
life, but the ones I do use are not fit to
be printed.] Law students rarely receive
better legal training than in providing pro
bono legal services to actual clients. For
lLs, this is really the only way you can
work on client intake, substantive legal

"HAVE YOU SEEN THE LIGHT? "apprentice" to help weather the storm
DO YOU HAVE THE VISION?" His and make you feel like you have some
taunts cut through me like a blowtorch kind use by being here. Not really. Let's
through butter.
face it. As a one-L, wet behind the ears,
I look down at the incoherent mess you're barely qualified to do so much
of casebooks, notes, and handouts beside as sort mail at a law firm. At this stage,
my Dell, unable to focus on anything you are nothing more than a wannabe
that I could say to get this man to stop intellectual: a smug, cocky know-it-all
screaming at me. My spirits rise as I find bastard who only sometimes happens to
be right. Only sometimes. The rest of
a yellow-highlighted sentence fragment
framed by doodled curlicues. That must the time, it HURTS to know that even if
you ARE right, the only 'right' standard
be the answer.
"Plaintiff's intestate!" I shriek. that matters is the one that belongs to the
Laughter erupts among my peers and professor who will mark your exam and
overcomes my ragged panting and the help determine whether you sink or swim
pulse beating in my temples. Damn it. after graduation in the fiercely rankings/
Scott Turow's One-L somehow found its reputation-dependant legal industry,
way into the wreck of my class materials.
And it hurts like hell trying to figure
AGAIN.
out just what that standard might be.
The professor laughs loudest of
The magnitude of GW's prestige in
all.
the legal community only makes the pain
Such is what
more acute. This
my life has become.
L -VAGO
is not a fourth-tier
Abasement, insecu~
T IT 11'
joke of a school. We
rity, and a nagging
L/ft€~la ±16111011
don't throw up our
certainty building,
hands while studyday by day, that I've
ing for finals and
somehow leapt straight from undergrad exclaim, "Idunnowhattatortis" while
into some hidden niche of purgatory reaching for the nearest margarita. This
where I'll be spending the next million is the big leagues. This is GEE DUBYER,
years trying to memorize the ins-and-outs third largest college of law in the nation
of a rule 12(b) pleading.
behind Harvard and Georgetown, and
I'm a one-L. Cast adrift on a lonely undoubtedly the most insecure when it
sea of discontent, egotism, and frequent
comes to proving ourselves (given that
bouts of spontaneous, stark terror that we actually have to accomplish something
occur vitenevei 1 open irvy mouth tit class

and realize I have no idea what I'm talking
about. It's a lot like having a job with no
responsibilities, no accountability beyond
what you set for yourself, no well-defined
set of duties, and an assurance of advancement at regular intervals.. .but one where
YOU pay THEM $35k / year.
With pressure as an added fringe
benefit. I feel like getting Mr. T to make
an introductory video for orientation to
set the tone for the level of stress that
exists throughout law school. T would
crash through the windows of the Marvin
Center ballroom on a wrecking ball or
something, wearing several billion carats
of gold jewelry and one of those LexisNexis polo shirts, one that would be two
sizes too small for him. Then, to give the
incoming one-L's a thorough overview
of the law school experience, he'd spend
the next hour or so screaming the same
phrases I keep hearing in steady rotation
every five minutes between classes. "It's
not the answer, but the method! You got
to find what works best for you! I HATE
hornbooks, so don't be talkin' 'bout them!
I p ity the fool that does! AND DON'T
EVEN THINK 'BOUT HIDIN' THE
BALL, TURKEY!"
If I could get him to keep that up
for an hour, I could market the video
for $19.99 as a competitor to the Kaplan
prep course.
Preparation. Hah. As if he faculty
urges you to use the analogy of being an

The GeorgeWU Pro
Bono Challenge

to get a job as a lawyer).

and law students to the under-served.

The Internets Corner ^ Leo Hinzc

1

This week the Internets Corner will
engage in our favorite activity. No, not
surfing internet porn. So maybe it is our
second favorite activity: disagreeing with
the President. Or, as some like to call
it. Bashing the Bush. Which, depending
on the website you visit, could also be
internet porn.

dWThe President claims Harriet Miers, his
latest nominee for Assoc iate Justice of The
Supreme Court of the United States (www.
supremecourtus.gov), is "of all the people
in the United States..., the most qualified to
serve on the Supreme Court." How does he
know this? Because he has known her for
over a decade! She is "highly intelligent",

"enormously accomplished" and"incredibly
bright". He basically expects us to trust his
judgment about her (http./fivww.whitehouse.
gov/news/releases/2 005/10/20051004l.html).

experiments

on puppies to determine if

puppies can be turned into fuel, and that
pollutes our environment does not need
or deserve pro bono,
There are a million and a half
ways you can fulfill your ethical duty as
a lawyer and law student. Please find
out more about the GW Law Pro Bono
Program and ask your potential employers precise questions about their pro bono
program. Your deserving client will thank
you, the law school will thank you, your
heart will thank you, and I will certainly
thank you
The GeorgeWu Pro Bono Challenge
is a call to action. We are all privileged to
be studying the law and gaining the skills
to help us navigate the obstacles of life
and society. Please share that skill with
someone without access to justice and
ensure that equal justice under the law is
practiced in America,
If you have already missed the Pro
Bono Fair, that's okay too, because the
student members of the faculty-student
public interest and pro bono committee
will be around all week at the info desk to
answer any questions about the GW Law
Pro Bono Program and public interest
law in general. Furthermore, the Career
Development Office (CDO) can provide
all the information you need via the law
school website. You can also contact Anna
Marshall or Misty Skolnick of the CDO for
any of your pro bono inquiries.
•

Our current President has a favorite
saying: "Fool me once, shame on, shame
on you. If fooled, you can't get fooled
again." In this great technological age in
which we live, we have a great tool called
"cyberspace" to help usavoid getting fooled
by relying solely on the judgment of one
man. Especially one who has told some
whoppers (there are WMD in Iraq) in his
day, as all presdients are wont to do (I did
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The NHLPA's Failed Bluff
Bluffing is an extremely important
element to the game of poker. By repre
senting that you have a better hand than
you actually do, you may be able to take
down a much bigger pot than your cards
should actually win you. In order to bluff
successfully, you must convince the other
players that you have pocket aces, instead
of the unsuited 7-2 you were actually
dealt. Bluffing, however, is not limited
to card games, and recent labor disputes
in professional sports have taught that it
is often not without risk.
Every year, some NFL players
threaten to skip training camp if they do
not receive a better contract. Sometimes
this strategy works and other times, like
this year, the owners call the players'
bluffs, and they are forced grudgingly to
report to camp. Terrell Owen's attempt
in August to renegotiate a new contract,
while generating an inordinate amount of
media attention, ultimately failed to get
him a new deal.
Another group tried a similar tactic
in the past year but ended up losing on
a much larger scale - the NHL Players
Association. Trying to negotiate a favor
able new labor agreement, the players'
union instead lost the entire season and
gained almost no concessions when the
new collective bargaining agreement was
finally reached.
After negotiations stalled between
the owners and the NHLPA last fall, the

owners instituted a lockout on September months after the lockout began, the two
15. The main point of contention between sides finally agreed to a new labor deal.
the two sides was the owners' insistence Looking at the terms of the deal, only one
on a salary cap linked to team revenues. conclusion can be drawn -the players got
The players strenuously objected to the fleeced.
cap, initially proposing a 5 percent salary
First, the salary cap. Instead of the
rollback and a luxury tax, which the own $42.5 million cap that the owners initially
ers quickly rejected.
offered back in February, the new cap will
Negotiations stalled as game after be between $37 and $39.5 million and
game was cancelled. Finally, in mid-Feb is linked to league revenues. Of course,
ruary, with only hours to go before the the cap can increase or decrease from
season would be officially cancelled, the season to season if the revenues increase
players' union made a major concession or decrease.
- it agreed to a $49 million cap per team,
Second, there will be a 24 percent
which was $6.5 million higher than the rollback of existing contracts. Now, here's
cap offered by the owners. When the two where the players start looking like fools.
sides refused to meet in the middle, com The union originally offered the rollback
missioner Gary Betas an alternative to
tman cancelled the
the salary cap; they
rest of the season on
never intended both
February 15, making
things to happen. So
the NHL the first
not only are the play
major sports league
ers stuck with a sal
in North America
ary cap, which they
to lose an entire
originally said they
season over a labor
would never agree
dispute.
to, their existing sala
JONATHAN AUERBACH
While an ex
ries will also be con
tremely-shortened
siderably reduced.
season wouldn't
Maybe next time, the
have been practical
union will remember
anyway, the union and the owners needed to take a condition off the table.
to quickly resolve their dispute and agree
Third, a player can make no more
to a new CBA before another season than 20 percent of the salary cap, so say
was wiped out. On July 13, nearly 10 good-bye to $10 million plus salaries. The

Left-Wing Lock

salary of the league's best players will max
out at $7.9 million, which isn't so bad until
you compare it to the monstrous salaries
that are being paid to NBA deadweights
like Allan Houston, Penny Hardaway,
and Keith Van Horn. (You know what
other NBA player is making more than
the NHL max? Maurice Taylor, who
clocked in with a salary of $8.45 million
last season. Does anyone even know who
this guy is?)
In addition to these three major
wins for the owners, entry-level salaries
also were rolled back and bonuses were
limited. The only minor concessions the
players gained were a salary floor, an
increase in the minimum player salary,
and the lowering of the unrestricted free
agency age. Were these gains really worth
the loss of the entire season? Few would
say yes.
With the return of the NHL last
week, the players, owners, and fans can
start to put this sorry mess behind them.
The sport has a long way to go to recover
its standing among the three other major
sports leagues. The institution of new
rules will hopefully make the game more
exciting and watchable to the casual fan.
More importantly however, both sides
need to take away a valuable lesson from
the past year -when the new CBA expires
in six years, bluffing may only lead to
hockey's quick exit from the American
sports scene.
•

Phishing... Don't Get Hooked
It's 2 p.m. this summer and you are
sitting in your office at a big Washington,
D.C. firm. You're fighting off food coma
from the fourth lunch this week the part
ners bought you, and you're scanning your
e-mails. Suddenly, your phone rings, and
you grab for it.
"Zeffam Cochrane Associates, Envi
ronmental Law practice, this is Jim."
"Hi Jim, this is Montgomery Scott
down in IT. We've been having some
problems with network security, and we're
hoping you could confirm your username
and password. Now, you're username is
james.tiberius, right?"
"That's right."
"Okay. Now for security purposes,
we need you to confirm your password.'
"Sure, its NCC1701A."
"Great, that's what our records show
too. Thanks for your help Jim."
"No problem," you reply. "Glad to
be of help."
You continue to spend your day
plugging away on your computer, writing
memos that no one will ever read. The
next morning, you show up at work and
get a hand written note from your secretary
that Mr. McCoy, the hiring partner, would
like to see you.
"Damn it, Jim," he says when you
walk in. "We had hackers break into our
system last night using your password, and
they destroyed the crucial data that would
help us win the case against the polluters

and help us save the whales. Do you know
how this happened?"

name you already trust. Generally, the

target name in the URL to which they sent

scam works like this: You receive an e-mail
from your bank (or credit card company,
online shopping outlet, etc.) stating that
there is an issue with your account, and
they provide you with a link to a Web page
where you can rectify the problem.
You follow the link and up pops an
official looking webpage where you log
in, are asked to answer a few personal
questions to "confirm" your identity, and
are informed the problem has been fixed.
The problem is that the website belongs
to a crook to whom you just gave all your
personal information
and who absolutely
loves fine wine and
naughty internet web
sites, all of which he
will now obtain at
your expense.

their target (e.g., they used etradebanking.
com to try to scam E-trade passwords).
The best protection against phishing
is to ignore e-mail that asks you for infor
mation or leads you to a site that requests
it. As a rule, most retailers and financial
services don't handle account problems
through e-mail. Even when a problem is
reported, always try to enter through the
front door of a website -type in the name
of the URL yourself - don't just follow
the link.
A second means many cyber-criminals use to get user names and passwords
involves the use of an invisible program
known as a keystroke logger. Much like
normal Spyware and viruses, this program
hides on your computer and monitors
everything you type. It then sends the
information back to the crook's computer.
To prevent this, keep your virus checker up
dated, visit Windows Update regularly to
download security fixes, and run Lavasoft
Adaware weekly (available free through the
Burns Library webpage).
For help in spotting phishing at
tempts or for more information, you can
visit www.antiphishing.org. You can also
test your skill at smelling out phishing
attempts at http://survey.mailfivntier.com/
survey/quiztest.html. I would have thought
I was pretty good at this sort of thing, but
I only got 6 out of 10, which just goes to
show how careful everyone has to be. •

At this point, I would suggest you
begin updating your resume, as you likely
won't be returning next year. You'll be
comforted to know, however, that you lost
your job to a common technique known
as "Phishing" that has grown increasingly
common and increasingly more sophisti
cated. Phishing is a form of online identity
theft that employs both "social engineer
ing" techniques (like the phone call in the
above example) and technical subterfuge
(e.g., key logging systems) to gain access
to user names and pass
words for a wide variety
of services.
Obviously, the in
formation that can be
gathered this way can
be immensely valuable.
Credit cards, SSNs, and
bank account informa
Unfortunately,
tion can all be gained
this problem isn't
in this manner, as can
likely to disappear
IKE H IMOWITZ
access to websites such
anytime soon. The
Anti-Phishing Work
as Amazon and E-bay
ing Group, an as
- both companies that
sociation of banks,
keep your personal in
business, and law en
formation on file.
There are also many more sophisti forcement that tracks this type of internet
cated ways the dishonest denizens of the fraud, received more than 14,000 reports
internet can seek to charm your passwords of phishing in July 2005 alone. These
out of you. One of the most popular in attempts targeted 71 different brands, and
volves the spoofing of a service or brand 46% even contained some form of the

The Technology Guy

SCOTUSblog - http://www.scotusblog.
not have sex with that woman; I did not chop <55"The Volokh Conspiracy - htip./Aolokft.
com.
Mostlyabout Court decisions, but also
com.
This
blog
includes
regular
commentary
down the cherry tree; she told me she was
eighteen, etc.).
a bit about the latest nominee.
from GW's own Professor Orin Kerr.
<55" Underneath Their Robes - http://
To he lp you cull the wheat from the chaff underneaththeirrobes. blogs.com. Sel fwith the latest nominee, here are some links described news, gossip, and colorful
to legal hlogs and sites that discuss the commentary about the federal judiciary,
including all the latest on the judicial hotties.
judiciary and the Supreme Court.

<55" The Washington Post - http://blogs.
washingtonpost.com/campaignforthecourt/.
This site has ple nty of good commentary,
coverage and linkage to all manner of
pontifi^ators.

<3° Wonkette- http •J/www. wonkette.com.
Washington's favorite gossip-monger has
plenty of funny fluff, including a Harriet
Miers Extreme Makeover and a look-alike
contest.
O
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Biff Around Town
If their recent Merriweather and needy. Meg'gazed back at him, at
concert is any indication, Detroit's White once enamored, awestruck, sultry, and
Stripes are going to save rock and roll. wistful. Meg and Jack weren't playing
A White Stripes show has no bass their songs so much as just reacting to
or music piped in from offstage; it's Jack each other's movements; the intimacy of
White on guitar (or sometimes piano) and the two onstage was remarkable. Watch
Meg White on the drums. The Stripes' ing the two on stage, I felt like I was
studio albums layer in more musical ele eavesdropping on a lover's quarrel;
ments, so you'd think that their live incar it's an almost voyeuristic experience.
I'm sorry to report that Jack
nation would sound thin. Not so. The
White
now
looks like Michael Jackson; he
White Stripes play quirky litde tunes about
has
a
pointy
devil beard and the middledoorbells and the first day of elemen
aged-white-woman
ringlets of black
tary school but rock as hard and as loud
as AC DC.
hair.
The first song,
i he
"Blue
Orchid," saw
sound is raw, bran
Staff writer
J^ck
employing
a
dishing a potpourri
deranged
half-fal
of influences: it
sounds like what would happen if you setto, half scream. The Stripes raced
threw Led Zeppelin, Muddy Waters, from blues to punk, to psychedelia,
Bob Dylan at his folkiest, and the Beades to rootsy ballads. The White Stripes
circa Abbey Road into a blender and managed to delight the whole crowd
made frappe. What comes out is a of some indie rock snobs, some Aberpost-modern, minimalist rock spectacle. crombie and Fitch, and some middle
Jack and Meg bill themselves aged burnout dudes who want to rock.
I for one am giddy to see music
as brother and sister. For a band com
mitted to bluesy authenticity, it's ironic that isn't neurotic "rap-rock" or fey Brit
that the White Stripes are premised on a ish balladry (I'm looking at you, Coldlie: Jack and Meg are actually a divorced play), genres that lack nuance and subtlety
couple. One would surmise that this would and reach mainstream success. Like Lost
be kind of an awkward arrangement; for in Translation, the' beauty of the White
example, I don't email my ex-girlfriends. Stripes arises from what the listener isn't
But it was the chemistry be hearing. The White Stripes have singletween Jack and Meg that made this handedly re-invigorated rock radio with
five show so incredible. The songs felt some much-needed soul. Check them out.
fresh, improvised. Jack spent most of
the show facing Meg, screaming into his Effusive praise1
BijfGW@hotmail.com.
•
microphone stand, at once confrontational

Best wishes to Matt Rizzolo (1L) and his new wife Nicole Smith (nonGWU), who find themselves newlyweds as of this past Saturday, October
8th.
Congratulations to the winners of the SBA's Spring 2005 writing contest!
Ari Altman — "The Race to Clean Air: How the Patent Act's Incen
tives Stand in the Way of Winning..."
Anne Champion—"Upholding Rights of Material Witness Detainees:
The Responsibility of the Judiciary..."
Sarah Ackerstein — The Idiot's Guid to Injury: How Do it Yourself
Books Harm Consumers..."
Ehab Samuel — "Philips v. AWH Corp, In c. Reconstructing Claim
Construction Methodology"
Dawn Goodman - "Should the United States Look to Codetermination in Germany for Guidance in Employee Involvement..."
Mark Your Calendars for these SBA events:
Halloween Party: Friday, Oct. 28, 10pm - 2am. Over 800 attended
last year, so grab your tickets early!
Where: H20, 800 Water St, SW Washington, DC 20024.
Tickets: $15 for entrance & drinks, $20 during the last week of sale
(Oct. 24-28). No tickets sold at the door. Advance tickets on sale online
and at the info desk.
Barrister's Ball: Friday, Feb. 3rd. Save the date! Food, drinks, & fun
with your friends.
Where: JW Marriott (Tickets on sale in January).
SBA Ski Trip: January, 13-16. Three nights, two full days of skiing.
Only 100 spots! Look for details in early November.
Where: Snowshoe Resort, West Virginia.

Have you got announcements? We want them! Send to Features Edi
tor: sschwartz@law.gwu.edu

The Movie Industry
I don't know why I see movies any
more... they always seem to be the same
song and dance, with the same faces, in
cookie-cutter situations. Last week, I went
to see some unnamed movie. The movie
itself wasn't very good - but what I did
start to realize is that every movie I've ever
seen has certain truths. For instance, every
lawyer in movies always has a father who
was a lawyer that the son/daughter is try
ing to make proud. Come on, Hollywood
- let's see something unique.
Here are a few "truths" for all movies
ever made:
1. It is always possible to find a park
ing spot directly outside or opposite the
building you are visiting.
2. When paying for a taxi, don't look
at your wallet as you take out money. Just
grab one bill out at random and hand it
over. It will always be the exact fare.
3. Television news bulletins usually
contain a story that affects you personally
at the precise moment it's aired.
4. Creepy music (or satanic chanting)
coming from a graveyard should always be
closely investigated.
5. Any lock can be picked with a
credit card or paperclip in seconds. UN
LESS it's the door to a burning building
with a child inside.
6. If you decide to start dancing in the
street, everyone you bump into will know
all the steps.
7. All bombs are fitted with electronic
timing devices with large red digital dis
plays so you know exactly when they are
going to explode. (And usually someone
in the movie has had some training as to
disassemble it.)
8. Should you wish to pass yourself
off as a German officer, it will not be nec
essary to learn to speak German. Simply
speaking English with a German accent

will do. Similarly, when they are alone, all defeated their predecessor.
German soldiers prefer to speak English
18. If a microphone is turned on it
will immediately feedback.
to each other.
19. Guns are like disposable razors.
9. Once applied, lipstick will never
If you run out of bullets, just throw the gun
rub off. Even while scuba diving.
10. The Eiffel Tower can be seen away. You will always find another one.
20. All single women have a cat.
from any window of any building in
21. Cars will explode instantly when
Paris.
11. Any police officer about to retire struck by a single bullet.
from the force will
22. No mat
more often than not
ter how savagely a
die on their last day
spaceship isattacked,
(especially if their
its internal gravity
family planned them
system is never dam
a party). (Caveat:
aged. (Editor's note:
Detectives can only
Except in Star Trek
solve a case after they
Six)
have been suspended
23. If being
from duty).
chased through a
ERIC KOE STER
12. Getaway
city you can usually
cars never start first
take cover in a pass
go. But all cop cars
ing St. Patrick's Day
do. (They will also
parade - at any time
slide to a dramatic stop in the midst of a of the year.
crime scene).
24. The ventilation system of any
13. If-staying in a haunted house, building isthe perfect hiding place. Nobody
women should investigate any strange will ever think of looking for you in there
noises wearing their most revealing un and you can travel to any other part of the
derwear.
building undetected.
14. On a police stake-out, the action
25. You will survive any battle in any
will only ever take place when food is be war UNLESS you show someone a picture
ing consumed and scalding hot coffees are of your sweetheart back home.
perched precariously on the dashboard.
26. Prostitutes always look like Julia
15. All grocery shopping involves Roberts or Jamie Lee Curtis. They have
the purchase of French loaves which expensive clothes and nice apartments
will be placed in open brown paper bags but no pimps. They are friendly with the
(Caveat: when said bags break, only fruit shopkeepers in their neighborhood who
will spill out).
don't mind at all what the girl does for a
16. Cars never need fuel (unless living.
they're involved in a pursuit).
27. A single match is usually suf
17. If you are heavily outnumbered ficient to light up a room the size of a
in a fight involving martial arts, your football stadium.
opponents will wait patiently to attack
28. It is not necessary to say "Hello"
you one by one by dancing around you or "Goodbye" when beginning a telephone
in a threatening manner until you have conversation. A disconnected call can

Badgering the Witness

always be restored by frantically beating
the cradle and saying "Hello? Hello?"
repeatedly.
29. One man shooting at 20 men has
a better chance of killing them all than 20
men firing at once (it's called Stallone's
Law).
30. When you turn out the light to go
to bed, everything in your room will still
be visible, just slightly bluish.
31. Plain or even ugly girls can be
come movie star pretty simply by removing
their glasses and rearranging their hair.
32. Rather than wasting bullets,
megalomaniacs prefer to kill their enemies
with complicated devices incorporating
fuses, pulleys, deadly gases, lasers and
man-eating sharks.
33. All beds have special L-shaped
sheets that reach to armpit level on a
woman but only up to the waist of the man
lying beside her.
34. Anyone can land a 747 as long
as there is someone in the control tower to
talk you down. (Note: Trained pilots die
easier than regular people.)
35. During all police investigations
it will be necessary to visit a strip club at
least once.
36. You can always find a chainsaw
when you need one.
37. Most musical instruments (es
pecially pianos, wind instruments and
accordions) can be played without moving
your fingers.
38. In Middle America, all gas sta
tion attendants have red handkerchiefs
hanging out of their back pockets.
39. All teen house parties have one
of every stereotypical subculture present
(even people who aren't liked and would
never get invited to parties).
40. Most movie lawyers have a
drinking problem (no hang on, that's just
reality!).
•
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Reflections on a Protest

So the antiwar protest was held in sion. I knew the Kerry campaign was
Washington two weekends ago, an earshot in trouble last year when even Kerry's
away from campus. Many of us probably staffers ha d a difficult time believing in
shrugged it off as another futile attempt the guy. Passion is what connects people
by an impotent left to communicate with with politics. And there sure was passion
a president that has made it quite clear on the Mall.
that although he believes in the right of
The excitement was tangible on
all voices to speak in a free society, he my journey downtown. After hopping
won't necessarily
on the Metro, I
be listening to any
BY JOHN MURPHY
found a train car
of them. But for
Staff Writer
filled with protest
those of us who are
ers young and old.
new to this town
All were dressed
and have not been involved in a protest in their best protest wear and carrying
with 100,000 others, it was a way to kill meticulously crafted signs. We all walked
a few hours on a Saturday (especially toward a shared nexus that was calling us
those of us who did not attend a college with an ever-growing roar of protestors.
with a football team that makes it on As we reached 15th Street, a sea of pro
television).
testers came into view.
I had another reason to be there:
Their messages were many. The
After finishing a three-year stint inDemo standard fare, "Clinton Lied, Nobody
cratic politics last November, becoming Died." The current, "Make Levees, Not
frustrated and alienated by my own party, War." The conspiratorial, "Read Between
I thought that getting back to basics might the Pipelines." The heart-wrenching,
remind me of why I was a Democrat in "Not With My Sons." And the blunt,
the first place.
"Bush: A Mother F—er." I was moved
Let's face it Democrats, we have by the clothesline, adorned with pictures
reached a moment in our party's history of every American casualty from Iraq,
where the peace movement represents the which stretched beyond eyesight. It
"average" party member more so than our was a creative way to put our losses in
elected leaders in Washington. The peace perspective.
movement is also more representative of
Less inspiring was the crowd cheer
what the rest of the country sees as the ing at any mention of Hugo Chavez.
opposition to the Republican-controlled Chavez is a guy who, after leading a
failed coup to overthrow the democrati
federal government.
Whereas Harry Reid and Nancy cally elected government of Venezuela
Pelosi have a difficult time making it on in 1992, was elected president in 1998.
C-Span, the protests were covered on the
front page of every national newspaper.
From what I can tell, this is because the

peace movement is the only segment of
the Democratic party that still has pas

Ever since, lie has been dismantling its
constitution and filling its judiciary with

cronies, all while positioning himself as a
populist, using the country's oil wealth to
buy the support of the poor and buy-off

his rivals. Is this really a cause the left people were there because it was the only
wants to take up?
thing they could do right now. After five
Nonetheless, I was surprised and years of Republican electoral victories and
impressed by the great energy of the Democratic compromises, this really was
movement. Less than a year after the the only way to make their voice "heard."
reelection of the president who chose to It was a sort of catharsis.
begin this arguably unjustifiable conflict,
After just a few hours, the march
an election which also increased the ma had devolved into a scene that resembled
jority of his Republican allies in Congress, a Grateful Dead concert. With naked
and with the next election over a year protestors, bongo drums, and the large
away, the protest still drew
proportion of
over 100,000 people from
young people, it
across the country. And they
almost seemed
were every bit as fired up as
inevitable. I al
I had seen them a year ago
most expected
during the campaign. How
to see vendors
can that be?
on Constitution
I watched a protester,
Avenue selling
dressed like a French revo
hemp necklaces
lutionary - tall black boots,
and "tobacco"
dark glasses, and beret -con
pipes.
fronting a lonesome Bush
So how
supporter who was standing
strongly did I
on the sidewalk, screaming
connect with the
denunciations into a bullhorn
political move
that the protest was giving
ment for which
aid to terrorists. The pro
just 12 months
tester was in his face, verbally
earlier I was
tearing him apart on a very
working 70personal level.
hours a week?
Photo by Anthony Marcavage
A similar scene un
Well, the fact
folded when the march made its way that my pals and I were enjoying some
past the George Washington Univer hand-pumped British ales at a bar on Pe
nn
sity Republicans' counter-protest. As sylvania Avenue by 3 p.m. (the protest be
the Republicans chanted the off-base and gan at 12:30) is indicative of the answer.
hypocritical "Don't Abandon the Kurds
Just over a year ago, I worked extra
Again" and "Peace Didn't Work, in Mu hours in hopes that 1 could attend the
nich," protesters -were at their nastiest.

Democratic "National Convention, the

Those who had been chanting for peace

zenith of Democratic politics. Last week
end, while attending the current zenith of

minutes earlier were consumed with un
controllable rage.
It occurred to me that many of these

It's a Girl!

those politics, I was unable to give them an
afternoon.
•

Last July, I again experienced the differences between the sexes. Most ev was nominated. And virtually no one losophy might be; her views on whether
joy that a father feels when exclaiming eryone agrees that there are, even if they who was caterwauling about the need there exists a Constitutional right to
to family, friends and the occasional total cannot - or will not - explain from whence for there to be a woman named seemed privacy and, if s o, how far it extends. Is
she, after all, able to detect penumbral
stranger, that his life has been blessed, and they believe those differences come. And gratified that one was.
The great debate from both sides of emanations? And is her only qualifica
the world brightened, by the arrival of a those differences clearly
the political aisle is about tion her acquaintance with, and service
transcend physical ap
healthy baby girl.
DAVID MCALPINE
her experience, or lack to, the president?
To be sure, other data points are pearance.
Certainly, some think that, ideology
thereof, her ideas, or lack
The underlying as
shared - length, weight, presence of the
thereof and her intellect, aside, women simply see things differently
requisite digits - but since time imme sertion of the genderor lack thereof. This is an than do men. Women, some argue, have
morial, the most celebrated and seem politics crowd is clear
been shown to decide sexual assault cases
ingly important trait is the one whose enough. One's sex should not be a bar important point not to be overlooked.
With the likes of Edith Jones, Pris- differently than do men. But the studies
announcement today graces cards, wrap - or a channel - to any particular under
ping paper and helium filled balloons. taking, be it soldier, nurse, schoolteacher, cilla Owens and Janice Rogers Brown, to citing that do not delve into the political
or Supreme Court Justice. And as far name a few, the right could populate the ideology of the judges involved or other
But why?
as that goes, fine. With Court quite nicely with women. None of attitude influencers. So, do the differences
Beyond the utilitar
the exception of a few whose sex would ameliorate the fury one exhibited between male and female jurists
ian purpose of telegraph
The aftermath
roles or occupations, that could expect from those who demand that derive from nature, nurture or a combina
ing to people what types
of the Harriet
tion of the two?
assertion goes largely un women be appointed to the bench.
of gifts are appropriate,
Conversely, the Left could populate
Do not venture to answer any of
contested.
Miers nomination
the deeper explanation
And the aftermath the bench entirely with Stevenses, Brey- this at a Harvard faculty meeting, but
seems to be that at the
demonstrates how
____________
rest assured that the
of the Harriet Miers ers, Shumers, and
moment of birth - or
superfluous the
great debate as to
nomination demon- Leahys, etc., and
when the ultra-sound is
What matters to all
the genesis of the
' strates how superfluous garner nary a peep
performed - we have
hyperventilating
not-uncommon
dif
the hyperventilating of from the ideological
little else illuminating to
sides is the caliber and
of the feminist
ferences in outlook,
the feminist and diver Left, and howls of
say about this new crea
character of the nominee
perception, emo
sity industries over the torment from those
and diversity
ture. She has expressed
tion and cognition
issue was. For weeks, presumed to prefer
and
what
that
person
no ideas, displayed no
industries over the
between men and
we were instructed that an all white-male
talents. She has acquired
thinks.
issue was.
women is likely to
Justice O'Connor's was judiciary.
no education, no spiritual
go on a bit longer.
Which is tosay
Hthe second "woman's"
identity, and exhibited no
In any case,
seat on the High Court. what should have
career ambition, let alone
The Grand Dame herself been obvious when the identity politics all of this should bring us - including
ability.
The same exclamation, however, voiced her preference for a female succes mavens were advocating for a woman Laura Bush - to the realization that with
is almost completely irrelevant when sor. And a chorus of America's Leftist replacement for Sandra Day O'Connor; respect to her nomination to the Supreme
announcing a nominee to the Supreme agitators, both in and out of government, that what matters to all sides is the caliber Court, Ms. Meirs' gender is not nearly as
and character of the nominee and what important as it w as on that day 60 years
Court. Indeed, the nomination of Harriet made the same demand.
ago when her father, no doubt pacing in
It is noteworthy that, upon the an that person thinks.
Miers demonstrates how irrelevant that
Indeed, the argument today is pre a Dallas waiting room, first heard those
nouncement, there was no counter-ideolexclamation is.
•
This is not to say that there are no ogy chagrined or critical that a woman cisely over what Ms. Meirs' judicial phi joyous words, "It's a girl!"

Right Answer
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OPINIONS

Miers: Benefits
and Risks

T

Harriet Miers,
The Lawyer's Lawyer

he first day of the Roberts court news—but not enough just yet.
regardless of qualifications. Why does it
By Tuesday morning coverage of
was supposed to be a day of cel
surprise anyone that he would appoint his
ebration for conservatives every Miers was everywhere, and the attacks
or a week I have been observing personal lawyer to the Supreme Court?
where. We were ready for the pomp and came from every direction. Charges of
the conservative outrage at the I think his statement that she was "the
cronyism and challeng
circumstance to get us
—
nomination of Harriet Miers. I most qualified person for the job" will go
es to her qualifications
all fired up and ready
BY TONY COTTO
have heard the many reasons why she is down as one of the great missteps of this
Special
to
Nota
Bene
were in ample supply.
to march on the Senate
the wrong choice. Many conservatives administration, like "No one thought the
It
came to light that
levees would break," behind the President's
believe that Miers' lack
she
donated
to
the
A1
Gore for President
or "No one had ever next nominee, pounding the drums of
of a paper trail is a big
campaign
in
1988.
(In
1988, A1 Gore ran
BY J. ALEX HARMAN
considered that planes political warfare that would sound the
red flag indicating that
as
a
pro-life
moderate
in
the Democratic
Special to Nota Bene
could be used to crash death knell of the American left.
she just may not be
primary.)
Selecting
her
was
a show of
Ever since the Robert Bork nomi
into targets." A state
conservative enough.
weakness
from
the
beleaguered
President,
nation in 1985, conservatives had waited
Many think she is too great a gamble; ment that was so clearly false can only
by
all
the
liberal
media
accounts.
I urge
for this moment, this chance to stick
that she isn't going to be able to serve draw fire and remy
friends
on
the
right
to
take
a
deep
to
Ted
Kennelt
the agenda they were promised in giving suit in long-term
breath
and
give
Miers
a
chance.
dy, Ralph Neas,
embarrassment.
Bush a second term.
Miers is a conservative. She is solidly
Nan Aron, and all
It
is
a
shame
I was reading about Senator Sam
conservative,
and as the President has
their special-inter
Brownback's (R-KS) concerns, and as that someone as
stated, "she will not change." Unlike the
est
friends.
"We
surprising as it is for me to say it, he has accomplished as
have taken back other Justices who seek the approval of
a point. Brownback has been outspoken Harriet Miers is
the White House, the legal elite and academia, Miers is unaf
about his displeasure at Miers' nomina going to have to
the Senate, and the fected by which beltway cocktail parties
tion, and one of his reasons is the poten endure the likes of
House, now we can she gets invited to.
tial dialogue that could have taken place Trent Lott calling
For years, the President has seen
finally take back
in a hearing with a more clearly conser her unqualified.
her work, day in and day out—he knows
the
Court!"
went
vative nominee. Brownback envisions It poses the ques
the battle cry. Con her heart and her judicial philosophy
a question and answer session where a tion: What quali
servative activists better than any President has known a
nominee could state her position on an fies someone to be
across the country nominee in the last 50 years. She has been
issue like abortion and deftly explain her an Associate Jus
gleefully
studied a critical voice in vetting the President's
conservative reasoning supported by a tice on the United
up
on
their
poten previous nominees, and we must trust that
solid track record. He feels that Miers States Supreme
tial nominees like the President who delivered conservative
will be unable and unwilling to answer Court anyway? I
children looking at darlings Bill Pryor, Janice Rogers Brown,
many substantive questions that he would have always found
their favorite play and John Roberts knows that Miers is of
like answered in a confirmation hearing. the abundance of
ers' statistics on the the same cloth. The conservative legal
Brownback got me thinking- the problem Harvard affilia
back of baseball movement leaders Leonard Leo (Feder
cotvserv atw es teaWy?ace vAtYv a. potential tions on tbe Court
Justice Miers is her undeveloped ability
a little disconcerting. No fewer than six cards. Luttig, Owen, Brown, Garza, alist Society), Jay Sekulow (ACLJ), Ed
to formulate a well-reasoned yet strongly
Batchelder, McCormell, Mahoney...the
of the current justices have some tie to
Meese (Heritage) and Ronald Cass (CFJ)
conservative judicial opinion.
Harvard (Justice Ginsburg transferred list of "movement conservatives" went have all endorsed her. She is a conserva
One can assume that Chief Justice from Harvard to Columbia). There is a on and on. Activists' war chests exploded tive, and those who have worked with her
Roberts will
clear if unspo- with donations from e veryday Americans are all elated by the nomination.
have complete
ken presumption sick of judicial activism, posters and
Miers is qualified. Throughout her
control over
that a nominee bumper stickers and T-shirts were made, career, Harriet Miers has been a trailThe problem conservatives
his opinions,
will be of some and then...
blazer in the legal profession. She was the
whether in
...the call from the White House first woman hired at Locke Purnell Rain
pedigree
that
really face with a potential
writing a con
includes an Ivy came. The President had selected his Harrell, and eventually became the first
Justice Miers is her
voluted opin
White House Counsel, Harriet Miers. female partner at the firm. She was the
League school.
ion in order to
The
clouds instantly gathered and blocked first woman to head both the Dallas Bar
undeveloped ability to
Does the
obscure prec
out
the
sun that once shone on K Street. Association and the State Bar of Texas.
nomination of
formulate a well-reasoned yet
edential value,
Harriet Miers do "He picked WHO? You're kidding. He The National Law Journal has named her
strongly conservative judicial
or a bright-line
away with such wouldn't do that to us." Phones rang off one of the 100 most powerful attorneys
opinion banish
rigid require the hook all around Washington. Maybe (1997), one of the 50 most influential
opinion.
ing any confu
ments? Are we Ms. Miers was another Joy Clement decoy women lawyers (1998), and one of the
sion. It is hard
now willing to to throw off the press, clearing the way for country's 100 most influential attorneys
to imagine that
look at the post the real nominee. Or maybe, thePresident let (2000). She is a lawyer's lawyer.
Harriet Miers
law school ac us down. Sure
She knows
will easily be able to make the subtle complishments of a nominee, ratherthan enough, two
the ups and
structural distinctions that are an integral where they learned about promissory hours later,
downs of a trial.
Unlike the other Justices who
part of success on the Supreme Court.
estoppel? Or is she merely an anomaly, there he was
She understands
I think the question of who Har a product of cronyism that will not likely on TV with
seek the approval of the legal
what it is like
riet Miers is and what she believes is be repeated?
the 60-year
to have a judge
elite
and
academia,
Miers
is
clear. She has been an important cog in
I can't help but notice the lack of old Miers at
misinterpret the
unaffected by which beltway
the Bush administration, and as such is discussion surrounding her education. his side.
law against a cli
certain to share the views of the Admin Cries that she is unqualified are some
I spent
cocktail parties she gets
ent. She under
istration on most fundamental issues. what absurd when her clear ability as the first cou
stands
the every
invited to.
The fears that she is a closet liberal are a lawyer is essentially unquestioned. Is ple of hours
day implications
without merit. The real question is how Trent Lott really just upset that Miers trying to find
of the Supreme
she will behave on the court as a Justice. didn't earn her Juris Doctorate from a the positive in
Court's deci
It seems to me that she will place ideol top ten school? I am astonished at the the pick. As I
sions and will
ogy before logic and reason, but will lack hypocrisy of conservatives who bash the read all the talking points and memos, I bring a unique view to a court full of
the jurisprudential tools necessary to "liberal elite" and then are so quick to wondered if this might not be the Presi academics.
convincingly defend her positions. Such turn their nose up at a nominee who went dent's ultimate political blunder, akin to
Many questions do remain, and I
opinions will not help either end of the to a lesser known school and, against all his father's "no new taxes" pledge. As the hope the Senate will do abetter job inquir
political spectrum as they create great odds, worked her way up to the top of day went on, information and assurances ing about Ms. Miers' judicial philosophy
controversy and offer little guidance to her profession.
about the quiet lawyer from Texas made than it did with the Chief Justice. This
lower courts.
I can't say if Harriet Miers will be its way through the conservative filter. The trailblazer deserves a fair hearing from
Another strong argument against confirmed, but I think it is clear to every rock-solid Senator Cornyn endorsed her t h e Senat e Judiciary C o m m i t t e e a n d a
Miers has been delivered in the form of a one that she represents another political nomination. She led the charge against the prompt up-or-down vote on the floor of
buzzword: "cronyism." Does this really failure for George W. Bush.
ABA's affirmatively pro-choice position. the Senate.
surprise anyone? The Bush Administra
She was a woman of faith, very active in
tion has been a story of one unqualified
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of her church community. She had spoken
Tony Cotto is a 3L. He is the Assis
friend of George after another. Bush the American Constitutional Society and on many occasions at the Federalist Soci tant Director of the RNLA and the Chair
came to Washington with his friends currently interning in the office of Senator ety and my organization, the Republican of the GW-RNLA Chapter. He hopes to be
and installed them as government leaders Edward Kennedy.
• National Lawyers' Association. All good somebody's crony someday.
•
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OPINIONS

State of the SBA
Dear Students, Faculty, Administra
tors, and SBA Leaders;

Board Editorial

Make the Week
Calendar Permanent

an Internal Writing Program. Because of
this, our SBA must be aggressive in tire scope
of its goals and attentive to the needs of the
Each semester, the SBA President is community itself.
required; by our Constitution to present the
Our SBA cannot become complacent
'State of the SBA' to the student body. As or congratulate itself on its past success. In
It is u nusual when an administra additional five minutes each class is not
such, I've attempted to discuss our past suc stead, we need to continue what has worked tive issue captures the attention of the as valuable as an extra week, it is worth
cesses, issues about the law school itself, and and build on those victories.
Law School community, yet the debate considering how disruptive it can be
our goals as a student body. I look forward
For that reason, the Student Bar As over the length of the academic calendar missing a handful of extra classes early
to your comments.
sociation will release a Strategic Plan on Oc has done just that. In early November, in the semester because of interviews
Our Student Bar Association is at a tober 12,2005. It will address issues Such as the faculty will vote on whether to make and travel. The 13-week calendar ad
strong position -leveraging on the Continuity reinventing the student experience through a the 13-week calendar permanent or re dresses this.
of an aggressive and active organization from greater focus on individualized academic and turn to the previous 14-week schedule.
Some who favor13 weeks also argue
the 2004-2005 school year. The Successes career development, looking into the future We would cast our vote for the 13-week that it benefits lLs, giving them a week
of 2004-2005, including strengthening our renovations and physical enhancements to our calendar.
alone on campus in August and a mid
internal structure, finances, operations, and school, and identifying an image and identity
The arguments against the 13-week term break. While not enough to warrant
organization and tackling new services, pro to attach to our law school. This plan is nor calendar are legitimate. Some students the shorter calendar by itself, alleviating
gramming, outreach,
a short term list of and faculty claim that extending class pe some first-year stress is a significant plus.
and activities, put us
complaints — but a riods to 55 minutes does not compensate
The best reason for the shorter cal
ERIC KOESTER
living document de for a week's worth of lost classes. This endar, however, is found in the nature of
in a tremendous, posi
signed to offer the is reasonable, and there will naturally be law school. As an undergraduate, an ex
tion to lead the orga
A Message from the Prez
student perspective Adjustment periods as faculty continue to tra week probably meant reading another
nization forward.
on how we can grow fine tune their sylIt has been our
book and attending
goal over the past two years to make our law for the future.
labi to the 13-week
another recitation ses
Besides offering our broad perspectives calendar. T hese will
school the Best place to go to law school in
sion with your profes
At its heart, law school
the country - and we are quite certain we on how to improve the law school, we con soon pass, however,
sor and peers. Such
is a trade school, and
have helped move this goal closer to reality. tinue to be active in a variety of areas. 1 am and new faculty and
interactions were at
the 13-week calendar
This year we are making sure that students confident with the team we have assembled students will not
the core of a liberal
realize that this is "your" SBA and we need that we can and will tackle several short term know the difference.
arts education. In
provides more time to
your input to be successful. It is our hope issues this year including Hurricane Relief, After next year, day
law school, however,
practice the trade as an
and internal goal to build on last year and Academic issues including Exam Policies and students will have
class time is usually
make 2005-2006 the most successful year in the Academic Calendar, Increased Scholarly only known the 13dedicated to lecture
apprentice.
Writing, Technology Concerns, Facilities Is week semester.
SBA's history.
with much of the
In 2604-2005, the Student Bar Asso sues, Outreach to Student Organizations, and
learning going on at
Some organi
ciation was recognized by the American Bar enhanced Communication to the Student zation heads and
'home. A professor
Association as the Student Bar Association Body, We continue to have a strong relation clinic directors also argue that they are must now arguably cut a lew cases out of
ship with the administration and wii rely on
lecture, but that is a small tradeoff. At its
not able to accomplish as much in the
of the Tear. This honor was the first time
this open communication to continue our shorter semester. These groups are not heart, law school is a trade school, and
G Whad" been recognized for such an honor.
While the honor itself was valuable, coupling growth and bur success.
bound to classroom hours, however, so the 13-week calendar provides more time
it with the arrival of a new Dean, Fred Law
should be less affected by the reduced to practice that trade as an apprentice.
I encourage you to view the full report calendar.
rence gives us an opportunity unlike other
Finally, the 13-week calendar
on the State of the SBA availableon our web
SBAs before.
Proponents of the 13-week calen means spending two more weeks a year
We now are seen as the legitimate voice site at wwwdaw.gwu.edu/stdg/sba.
dar make several arguments in return. doing whatever we choose. As we fin
of the students for the law school. We made
They claim that the later start makes for ish our educations and prepare for the
Thank you and please contact me with easier interviewing in late August and working world, it is important to note
policy changes at the law school including
technology, security, and academic. We your thoughts comments or ideas.
more meaningful class time during the that two weeks off will soon sound like
Eric Koester
developed new programs such as the Class
first week of semester. This is an impor a long time. We think we should take it
SBA President, 2005-2006
Gift Program, Organizational Awards, and
•
tant benefit. For those arguing that an while we can.
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19 )
You are already thinking about the Halloween
Party. Why assume you'll live that long?

Taurus
(April. 20—May 2 0)
You feel really sad about the Red Sox losing,
but the return of the Simple Life will make it all
better.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
You had wondered why that older woman was
sitting in on your Con Law class the past three
weeks and taking copious notes. Now you don't.

Twkon

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)

Body Language

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

Across

1

1 Spat
5 Jack
:Fat abstainer
10 Nixon's First Lady
13 Clinton's canal
14 Slipknot
15 Low-pitched sound

13

IS Close finish at Aqueduct

18 Song

2

3

5

16

I
17

19

20
23

25

26

27

••

32

19 Dynamite
20 Assist
21 Fruit juice
23 Wheel centers
24 Listen
25 Pact
28 Where cruisers cruise
32 Acquire by effort
33 Notoriety
34 Shopping spree, e.g.
35 Elderly
36 More cunning
37 Brought into existence
38 Hare Krishna, e.g.
39 Laborer
40 Actor Baldwin
41 Tallinn resident
43 Pedals
45 Barnyard residents
46 Acquired
47 Gilbert and Sullivan
work (with "The")
50 Horse carriage
51 Gal of song
54 Kiln
55 Eyeball to eyeball
58 Precedes grant & rover
59 Signal
60 Contributions to the poor
61 Printers' measures
62 More rational
63 Poor grades

Down
1 Monthly payment
2 Press
3 Knuckle sandwich

6

4

3b

•
•

36
41

36

b4
56
61

•

r

1•
r

9

M

fl

22

»

1"

•

29

11

12

(July 23—Aug. 22)

30

31

43

Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You are the type of person who spoils for a
good discussion. Whatever you might call the
back and forth in your class with Professor
Butler, it's not that.

34

•
•
•
•

Leo
As an evening student, the 13-week calendar
may prevent you from spending time with your
loved ones during the school year. I will t hink
of you while at the beach in A ugust.

40

42

46

8

37

39

45
4/

7

You are a little bitter that Justice Scalia was
passed over as Chief Justice. You shouldn't be.
He's not. He didn't even want it. Never thought
about it. Chief what? What a humble man.

44

46

49

50

55

56

52

53

57

B62
J
•I

1
i59

4 Precedes shirt or ball
5 Pretentious
6 Cornbreads
7 Shout for
8 Donkey
9 Prom person
10 Role
11 China container
12 Former Russian big wig
15 Consecutive home runs
17 Tense
22 Period
23 Combat description
24 Gym attendees
25 Raise the hair
26 Throws a fit
27 Build
28 Fabric
29 Mythical creature
30 Harmonize
31 Adjusts
33 Chiggers
36 Corporate newborns
42 Actor Beatty

51

A
•

60

63

43 Painter perhaps
44 Mr. Ma
46 Not here
47 Double agent
48 Tennis star Lendl
49 Starr & Anderson
50 Scrutinize
51 Bargain event
52 Peak
53 Fewer
56 Precedes king or mode
57 Craze

Ouotable Ouote
fVe can't all be heroes
because somebody has
to sit on the curb and
clap as they go by.
•

Will Rogers

By C1R Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuz7les.c0m

Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
The Charts are clear: Someone has their eye on
you. It's a damn shame it's the only one she has.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Hey, you gave the long distance thing a good
effort, but it's time to face it. She's cheating
on you. With a lot of guys.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You wonder why Professor Duffy sometimes
wears a bow tie. You'd h ave to ask his mother
why she sometimes lays it out for him in t he
morning.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You h ave the blues about America's long history
of imperialist aggression. Must be Columbus
Day.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You h ave doubts about the SBAs ability to raise
another $60,000 for Katrina relief. You and
everyone but Eric Koester.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 2 0)
See Leo.

Answer on page 5
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Aries
(March 21—April 19 )
You are already thinking about the Halloween
Party. Why assume you'll live that long?

Taurus
(April. 20—May 2 0)
You f eel really sad about the Red Sox losing,
but the return of the Simple Life will make it all
better.
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(May 21—June 21)
You had wondered why that older woman was
sitting in on your Con Law c lass the past three
weeks and taking copious notes. Now you don't.
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(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You are the type of person who spoils for a
good discussion. Whatever you might call the
back and forth in your class with Professor
Butler, it's not that.

"

•
•

42

45

54

Leo
As an evening student, the 13-week calendar
may prevent you from spending time with your
loved ones during the school year. I will t hink
of you while at the beach in A ugust.
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32 Acquire by effort
33 Notoriety
34 Shopping spree, e.g.
35 Elderly
36 More cunning
37 Brought into existence
38 Hare Krishna, e.g.
39 Laborer
40 Actor Baldwin
41 Tallinn resident
43 Pedals
45 Barnyard residents
46 Acquired
47 Gilbert and Sullivan
work (with "The")
50 Horse carriage
51 Gal of song
54 Kiln
55 Eyeball to eyeball
58 Precedes grant & rover
59 Signal
60 Contributions to the poor
61 Printers' measures
62 More rational
63 Poor grades

You are a little bitter that Justice Scalia was
passed over as Chief Justice. You shouldn't be.
He's not. He didn't even want it. Never thought
about it. Chief what? What a humble man.

46

•

50

55

56

52

53

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)

60

The Charts are clear: Someone has their eye on
you. It's a damn shame it's the only one she has.

•

I
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63

43 Painter perhaps
44 Mr. Ma
46 Not here
47 Double agent
48 Tennis star Lendl
49 Starr & Anderson
50 Scrutinize
51 Bargain event
52 Peak
53 Fewer
56 Precedes king or mode
57 Craze

Quotable Quote
We can't all be heroes
because somebody has
to sit on the curb and
clap as they go by.
•

Libra

57

•

59

4 Precedes shirt or ball
5 Pretentious
6 Cornbreads
7 Shout for
8 Donkey
9 Prom person
10 Role
11 C hina container
12 Former Russian big wig
15 Consecutive home runs
17 Tense
22 Period
23 Combat description
24 Gym attendees
25 Raise the hair
26 Throws a fit
27 Build
28 Fabric
29 Mythical creature
30 Harmonize
31 Adjusts
33 Chiggers
36 Corporate newborns
42 Actor Beatty

51

Will Rogers
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Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Hey, you gave the long distance thing a good
effort, but it's time to face it. She's cheating
on you. With a lot of guys.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—bee. 21)
You w onder why Professor Duffy sometimes
wears a bow tie. You'd h ave to ask his mother
why she sometimes lays it out for him in the
morning.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You h ave the blues about Amer\cds long history
of imperialist aggression. Must be Columbus
Day. '

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You h ave doubts about the SBAs ability to raise
another $60,000 for Katrina relief. You and
everyone but Eric Koester.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 2 0)
See Leo.
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